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Abbreviations 
 Ind Std  - Indian Standard meteorological data 
 ISA  - International Standard Atmospheric 
 ICAO  - International Civil Aviation Organization 

met  - Meteorological data 
 RT  - Range Table 
 2D  - Two directional 
 3D  - Three directional  
 6DOF  - Six degree of freedom 
 GPS   - Global Positioning System
Notations 
 S cross section area of projectile, 
 v velocity of projectile,
 v  velocity vector,
 w  wind vector, 
 ρ air density at altitude, 
 ρo air density at sea level,
 M Mach number, 
 Re Reynolds number,
 F  Force, 
 H  angular velocity,
 M  moment, 
 FA  aerodynamic force, 
 T temperature in K at altitude, 
 To temperature at sea level in K, 
 V volume, 
 n grams per mole, 
 R universal gas constant, 
 Z altitude,

 λ  lapse rate, 
 p pressure at altitude, 
 po pressure at sea level, 
 g acceleration due to gravity, 
 a sonic velocity,
 γ 	 specific	heat	ratio	of	air

1. INtroductIoN 
Meteorological conditions are very complex and different 

but important phenomenon for researchers who are working in 
different areas. A number of researchers are working to study 
effect of atmosphere or meteorological conditions on various 
entities related to biological, environmental, medical, physical, 
mechanical, chemical applications.

1.1 Literature Survey
Virk1,  et al.	 discussed	 about	 the	 significant	 effect	 of	

meteorological conditions viz. rain, geometric attenuation and 
snow on optical wireless communication and free space optical 
(FSO) link. Du2,  et al. have analyzed atmospheric adjustments 
in the tropical Indian Ocean warming during the 20th century. 
Bartolucci3,  et al. have studied and analyzed atmospheric 
effect on landsat thermal IR data. Ma4, et al. discussed the 
influence	 of	meteorological	 conditions	 on	 the	 occurrence	 of	
bacillary dysentery in Lanzhou, China. Shekhar5 has analyzed 
effect of temperature on mechanical properties of solid rocket 
propellants. Chsilp6,7, et al. have developed software with 
6DOF	 trajectory	 model	 for	 compiling	 	 of	 firing	 table	 for	
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artillery projectile. They have not considered the effect of 
meteorological conditions on projectile performance which is 
the study carried out in this work.

1.2 meteorological data
It consists of information about pressure, temperature, 

humidity, density, wind direction and wind speed within the 
medium against altitude. Those meteorological conditions vary 
with the location and are affecting trajectory of the projectile. 
Therefore,	meteorological	conditions	are	standardized	as	ISA/
ICAO,	Ind	Std,	Russian	Std	etc.	

1.3 Weapon dynamics
It is a branch of dynamics related to performance 

evaluation of weapons. The performance mainly depends on 
the design parameters, properties of surrounding medium and 
the launch conditions. The design parameters are mass, shape, 
size,	nose,	tail	of	projectile.	

1.4 range table Compilation
Range	Table	for the weapon is compiled using standard 

met	conditions	and	weapon’s	design	parameters.	Normally	RTs	
are compiled using ISA standard met. Ind Std met conditions 
are different than ISA. 

In this paper, effect of met standards as ISA, Ind Std and 
recorded met on projectile path have been studied and results 
have	been	analyzed.	Effect	of	ISA	and	Ind	Std	with	wind	and	
without	 wind	 also	 has	 been	 simulated	 and	 analyzed.	 Wind	
effect on projectile path has been studied. It is observed that 
trajectory prediction under Ind Std with recorded wind is close 
to	recorded	met.	Density	effect	on	projectile	has	been	analyzed	
and found that density under Ind Std is very close to recorded 
as compared to ISA.

Accuracy in range and drift has been found better on 
Indian	field	if	the	data	for	Ind	Std	met	with	recorded	wind	data	
is used to predict launch parameters.

2. PrOJECtILE trAJECtOry mOdELINg
The trajectory of a weapon can be estimated with the 

help	of	point	mass	model,	modified	point	mass	model	or	six	
degrees of freedom model6,8.	These	models	give	the	equations	
of	motion	for	the	weapon.	These	equations	can	be	developed	to	
define	2D	motion	or	3D	motion.	The	simplest	model	given	by	
point	mass	model	defines	trajectory	in	a	plane	which	generally	
is used to estimate range and maximum altitude. The third 
direction	 giving	 drift	 is	 obtained	 using	modified	 point	mass	
model6,7,11. The complexity increases by considering additional 
forces or moments like those due to rotation of Earth, spinning 
of projectile and wind. Trajectory is affected by density of the 
medium and wind in atmosphere8. The 6 DOF model is the 
most general one which can give all aspects of study including 
stability	 during	flight.	The	 equations	 being	 very	 sensitive	 to	
the launch data are rarely used and thus the model is selected 
depending	on	the	aspect	of	study.	The	equations	of	motion	are	
given	by	Newton’s	second	law	to	predict	projectile	path8.

( ( ))d m v w F
dt

−
=

, 
d H M
dt

=
                           

(1)

F consists of gravity force, aerodynamic forces, like drag, lift, 

Magnus force, forces due to rotation of earth like centrifugal 
force and M defines	the	associated	moments.	The	Eqn.	(1)	are	
resolved in particular directions to obtain corresponding scalar 
equations.	The	reference	frames	are	initially	defined	which	give	
the	scalar	equations	in	one	of	the	frames.	Aerodynamic	forces	
are	expressed	in	terms	of	Bernoulli’s	force	in	Eqn.	(2)	as	

FA= ( )21 ,Re
2

v SC Mr             (2) 

where
21

2
vr defines dynamic pressure and C as corresponding 

Aerodynamic	coefficient.	The	aerodynamic	force	coefficients	
are	 determined	 using	 wind	 tunnel	 with	 different	 flow	
conditions. 

3. AtmOSPhErIC PrOPErtIES
The atmospheric properties are related by p, T and V by 

Eqn.	(3)	standard	gas	equation8. 

pV nRT=              (3)

Temperature varies with altitude (Z), it is obtained in 
terms of lapse rate ( l )	as:

oT T Z= − l              
(4)

Accordingly pressure and density are changed in terms of 
sea	level	values	and	lapse	rate	as	in	Eqn.	(8).
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3.1 ISA/ICAO Standard Atmosphere
The sea level meteorological parameters under ISA9 are 

defined	as	follows:
2

3
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=

=
=

g =      

(6)

Temperature lapse rate under ISA standard atmosphere 
with	altitude	from	0	to	90	km	and	above	is	defined	in	Table	1.	

Altitude in km Lapse rate in K/km
0 to   11 -6.5
11 to 25 0
25 to 47 +3.0
47 to 53 0
53 to 79 -4.5
79 to 90 0

Above  90 4

table 1. ISA temperature lapse rate 
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3.2 Indian Standard Atmosphere
The sea level meteorological parameters under Ind std10 

are	defined	as	follows:
2

3

101000 /

1.1723 /

27 300.15

o

o

oo

p N m

kg m

T C or K

=

r =

=                                 (7)
29.78852 /

340.29 /
1.4

g m s
a m s

=
=

g =

Temperature lapse rate under Indian standard atmosphere 
from	0	to	79	km	altitude	is	defined	in	Table	2.

to heavy dense air media. Therefore high altitude launch point 
results in to higher range as compared to sea level for the same 
angle of elevation. Thus it is observed that trajectory is affected 
by density of the medium and it is one of the non-standard 
inputs for predicting trajectory path.

Data	 from	Eqns.	 (6)	 and	 (7)	 shows	 that	 initial	 value	of	
air density under ISA and Ind Std is different at sea level. 
Density versus altitude values have been estimated under ISA 
and	 Ind	Std	 using	Eqns.	 (4),	 (5),	 (6)	 and	 (7).	Density	 under	
prevailing recorded met has been estimated for recorded met 
against altitude. Fig. 1 shows density (kg/m3) versus altitude 
(m) graphs under ISA, Ind Std met and prevailing met. It is 
observed density of Ind Std met and prevailing recorded met 
(experimental) are very close as compared to ISA. Thus, if 
recorded met is not available, then density values of Ind Std 
can be used to apply density effect for trajectory prediction.

Initial values of density at sea level for ISA (6) and Ind  
Std (7) are different. From Fig. 1, it is seen that correlation 
between density values under Ind Std and ISA is positive 
and both values are decreasing as altitude is increasing. Its 
coefficient	of	correlation	value	is	0.999984.	

Altitude in km Lapse rate in K/km
0 to   6 -6.0
6 to   16 -6.5
16 to 46 +2.3
46 to 51 0
51 to 74 -3.0
74 to 79 -0.6

table 2. ISA temperature lapse rate

3.3 Prevailing/Actual met data
Prevailing met data is obtained by launching a balloon. 

There is a device attached with the balloon which has pressure, 
temperature, humidity sensors, GPS and trans-receiver. Sensor 
data (pressure, temperature, humidity) and location of balloon 
are transmitted to ground station through trans-receiver 
periodically up to the altitude where balloon communication 
is aborted from the ground station or balloon is burst due to 
pressure difference. Ground station derives wind direction and 
speed from received balloon location data. The derived met 
data is the actual experiencing recorded met data. This recorded 
met is used for trajectory prediction. The trajectory computed 
with this data is considered as actual or experimental trajectory 
for comparison with different met conditions.

4. EFFECt OF WINd
Wind	 direction	 and	 speed	 are	 used	 to	 resolve	 wind	 in	

range and line components12. This resolved wind data is used 
in	Eqn.	(1)	 to	predict	projectile	path.	Range	wind	affects	 the	
range of the projectile and line wind drifts the projectile. There 
can be head or tail range wind and right to left or left to right 
cross wind. Head wind under-ranges the projectile, whereas 
tail wind over-ranges the projectile. Left to right cross wind 
drifts	the	projectile	towards	right	to	the	line	of	fire	and	right	to	
left	drifts	towards	left	to	the	line	of	fire.	Wind	data	significantly	
affects the range as well as drift of the trajectory and therefore 
wind data is very important input parameter for trajectory 
prediction.

5. EFFECt OF AIr dENSIty
Air density is inversely proportional to altitude and drag 

force is directly proportional to air density. Therefore, object 
travels at longer distance in less dense air media as compared 

6. SImULAtION
Mathematical model for trajectory prediction6,7 has been 

developed using Matlab and Simulink. Matlab program is 
written	to	initialize	model	parameters	and	then	to	call	Simulink	
model	 for	 simulating	 defined	 model.	 Simulink	 models	 are	
developed for predicting trajectory under ISA, Indian standard 
and prevailing met. Figure 2 shows Simulink model for 
trajectory prediction under prevailing met. Simulink model is 
generated by using Simulink tool box blocks such as integrator, 
Matlab	function,	Xy	scope,	constant,	mathematical	function,	
clock	etc.		Integrator	blocks	‘1/s’	are	used	in	Simulink	model	to	
estimate velocity and position of trajectory. Integrator blocks 
are set to ode45 Dorman Prince Solver with variable time 
step	and	tolerance	of	1e-3.	For	each	‘Matlab	Function	block’	
Matlab	function	is	written,	for	example	‘computermet’	function	
is written to give recorded met parameters as wind direction, 
wind speed, temperature, pressure, density for given altitude. 
Xy	scope	blocks	are	used	to	display	x,	y	plot,	for	example	‘x	
vs	y’	block	plots	‘range	vs	altitude’.	Constant	block	is	used	to	
define	constant	value,	for	example	‘–g’	block	is	set	to	-9.80665.	

Figure 1. density (kg/m3) versus Altitude (m).
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   Figure 2. Simulink model for trajectory prediction under prevailing met.

Mathematical function block is used to assign mathematical 
function	for	given	input,	for	example	‘sqrt’	block	gives	square	
root value. Clock block outputs the current simulation time.

6.1 Simulation data
The following data values are used for simulating 

trajectory under prevailing met, ISA with wind and Indian 
standard	with	wind:
•	 Mass	of	the	projectile	34	kg,
•	 Launch	elevation	angle	45	deg,
•	 Bearing	angle	0	deg,
•	 Muzzle	velocity	900	m/s

Wind	 direction	 (Fig.	 3(a))	 and	 speed	 (Fig.	 3(b))	 data	
values

Wind	 data	 is	 non-standard	 input	 data	 for	 simulating	
trajectory path13. Fig. 3(a) shows recorded wind direction in 
degrees against altitude and Fig. 3(b) shows wind speed in m/s 
against altitude. 

7. rESULtS ANd dISCUSSIONS

Trajectories have been simulated under prevailing 1. 
met data (actual recorded met) and above simulation 
input data. Simulated results are shown in Fig 4. 
Fig. 4(a) shows 3D plot of predicted trajectory, it 
consists of range, drift and altitude. It shows drifting 
of trajectory due to wind data of prevailing met. 
Fig. 4(b) shows 2D plot as altitude versus range. 
Fig. 4(c) shows 2D plot of drift versus range. Fig. 
4(d) shows velocity versus time plot.  It shows 
that velocity is decreasing till vertex height during 
ascending against gravity and then increases slowly 
after vertex during descending due to gravity. 
Trajectories under ISA with wind, ISA w/o wind, 2. 
Ind Std with wind and Ind Std w/o wind have 

Figure 3. (a) Wind direction (deg) versus Altitude (m) and (b) 
Wind speed (m/s) versus Altitude (m).    
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Figure 4.  Simulated results under prevailing met data.

Figure 5.  Simulated results under Ind std using recorded wind data.

1
ISA w/o 

wind

2
ISA with 

wind

3
(2 – 1) difference between

ISA with & w/o wind

4
Ind Std 

w/o wind

5
Ind Std 

with wind

6
(5 – 4) Difference between Ind 

Std with & without wind

Range	(m) 27042 27136 94 27454 27565 111

Drift (m) 0 1094 1094 0 1096 1096

Altitude (m) 9707 9712 5 9940 9836 -104

Table 3.  Simulated trajectory data with and without wind
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been simulated and results are tabulated in Table 3.  
From Table 3, it is seen that difference in trajectory 
predicted values of with and without wind under ISA 
(column 3) and Ind Std (column 6) are at higher 
side. This shows the significant effect of wind on 
trajectory parameters. 
Trajectories under Ind std Atmosphere with wind 3. 
(Fig. 5) have been simulated. Fig. 5 (a) shows 3D-
plot of predicted trajectory, it consists of range, 
drift and altitude. It shows drifting of trajectory due 
to recorded wind data. Fig. 5(b) shows 2D plot as 
altitude versus range. Fig. 5(c) shows 2D plot of 
drift versus range. Fig. 5 (d) shows velocity versus 
time plot.  It shows that velocity is decreasing till 
vertex height during ascending against gravity and 
then increases slowly after vertex during descending 
due to gravity. The results of Ind Std with recorded 
wind, ISA with recorded wind are compared with 
actual trajectory (prevailing met) and are tabulated 
in Table 4. 
From Table 4, it is seen that difference in trajectory 

predicted values of prevailing met and ISA with wind (column 
4) is more than that of prevailing met and Ind Std with wind 
(column 5). Predicted trajectory under Ind Std atmosphere data 
is closer to the actual met as compared to ISA. 

8. CONCLUSIONS
For	Indian	field,	if	the	recorded	met	data	is	not	available	

then Ind Std met data can be used instead of ISA for predicting 
trajectory with wind data which is function of date and time. 
Ind	Std	air	density	values	can	be	used	at	zones/altitudes	where	
recorded	 density	 data	 is	 insufficient.	 This	 study	 would	 be	
valid	to	Russian	Standard	also	with	historical	wind	to	predict	
projectile	path	for	Russian	field.	In	general	it	can	be	concluded	
that our model can be used for predicting trajectory under 
standard	met	conditions	of	required	region	instead	of	ISA	and	
wind data which is function of date and time of that region.
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recorded wind
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Table 4. Comparison of simulated trajectories
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